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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 43 pages. A Short Science Fiction Story set 300
decades into Earths future toward the end of what had become a thousand year hostile alien space
warrior invasion it was realized the planet just might be doomed. The constant alien evasions,
fighting ships and explosions just outside the planets atmosphere had caused grievous Earth
changes. The Earths ozone layer now pink was a sure sign humanity was, if nothing else, on the
verge of being extinguished. Three planets spewing forth three races of space soldiers engaged in
battle after battle in what appears to be a war of certain extermination for them all. Just how will it
play itself out This millennium year conflict chronicles the final days of what seems to be a forever
war between the human race and other aliens. It documents the final desperate space battles for a
planet plunging swiftly into the abyss of total extermination. Is it even possible for any commander
in these destructive final days leading human or alien soldiers to celebrate victory Only the most
brave and enduring shall realize the outcome of events. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR,...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is not di icult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD

It becomes an amazing book which i actually have at any time study. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you request me).
-- Rosina  Schowa lter  V-- Rosina  Schowa lter  V
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